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Buy The Book
Thanks to Dogwise Publishing we 
offer you an excerpt from Lend Me 
An Ear By Martha Hoffman Copy-
rights Dogwise Publishing 2013

Since you can’t tell a book from its cover we offer you ten pages 
from this book to decide if you want to do buy the book!

The unique Hearing Dog temperament, 
most often found in mixed breed dogs, 
is actually a serendipitous blend of 

basic traits that long ago were carefully isolated 
and developed in their purebred ancestors. To 
successfully select potential Hearing Dogs from 
shelters, it is helpful to understand these pure-
bred temperament components.

The specific temperament required to fill the 
three roles Hearing Dogs play is complex, and 
few dogs possess it. We take for granted the 
unique temperaments of the hundreds of dog 
breeds, each finely tuned for one or more specific 
purposes. Some of these purposes require a very 
tricky balance of different instincts in one dog. 
Hearing Dog temperament is just as tricky, but 
seems perhaps more challenging just because 
there is no ready-made breed for this function.

Rather than look at specific breeds, I find it 
more useful to look at the different basic func-
tions that dogs have evolved to perform, such 
as retrieving or herding. Once we know the 
temperament required for each function, we 
can compare each of those temperaments with 
the ideal Hearing Dog temperament. Once we 
know the individual temperament traits that 
make each function possible, we can see how 
these traits could interact when purebred or 
mixed breed dogs are produced. A “shopping 
list” of desirable traits can be made with the 
aim of searching for, or breeding, the perfect 
Hearing Dog.

Certain types of mixed breeds are more suc-
cessful Hearing Dogs than others. Because so 
many mixed-breed dogs are found suitable for 
Hearing Dogs suggests that they must get the 
desirable traits from somewhere in their heritage, 
and 83% of mixed breeds that I’ve seen in shelters 
have some easily identified purebred heritage, it 
is worthwhile to examine the temperaments of 
these purebred ancestors. Therefore, we need to 
understand purebred temperaments in relation 

Chapter Four Classifying 
Dogs by Function
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